Previous studies using observations made at low spatial and spectral resolution showed that the resonance lines of He i and He ii are anomalously strong in the quiet Sun when compared with other transition region lines formed at similar temperatures. Here, the higher spatial and spectral resolution provided by the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (cds) instrument on board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) is used to re-examine the behaviour of the He i and He ii lines and other transition region lines, in quiet regions near Sun centre. Supergranulation cell boundaries and cell interiors are examined separately. Near-simultaneous observations with the sumer instrument provide information on the lower transition region and the electron pressure. While the lines of He i and He ii have a common behaviour, as do the other transition region lines, the behaviour of the helium lines relative to the other transition region lines is significantly different. The emission measure distributions that account for all transition region lines, except those of helium, fail to produce sufficient emission in the He i and He ii resonance lines by around an order of magnitude, in both supergranulation cell boundary and cell interior regions. The electron pressure appears to be higher in the cell interiors than in the average cell boundaries, although the uncertainties are large. While the VAL-D model gives a closer match to the He i 584.3-A Ê line, it does not successfully reproduce other transition region lines.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The purpose of this work is to investigate to what extent emission measure distributions derived from collisionally excited transition region lines can reproduce the observed fluxes in the EUV lines of He i and He ii. Earlier work has shown that these lines do not behave in the same way as other chromospheric or transition region lines (Brueckner & Bartoe 1974; Jordan 1975) . In particular, Jordan (1975) found that the emission measure distribution derived from other transition region lines failed to account for the He i 584.3-A Ê line flux by a factor of 15, and for the He ii 303.8-A Ê line flux by about a factor of 6±8. Jordan (1975 Jordan ( , 1980 suggested that these observations could be explained by any dynamical process which rapidly mixes ions formed at one temperature with higher temperature electrons before ionization equilibrium is reached. Such a process would affect the lines of He more than other transition region lines because of their larger sensitivity to temperature through the exponential term in the collisional excitation rate and the shorter ionization times of He i and He ii.
Although work by others continued on the competing roles of radiative (photoionization/recombination) and collisional processes in the formation of the He spectrum, there was a resurgence of interest in these lines when Shoub (1983) attempted to solve thè enhancement' problem through the presence of non-Maxwellian electron velocity distributions in the transition region. This was not entirely successful; neither were the transient ionization (microflaring) models of Raymond (1990) , the classical ambipolar diffusion models of Fontenla, Avrett & Loeser (1993) , or the`k' electron velocity distribution models of Anderson, Raymond & van Ballegooijen (1996) . All fail to reproduce the lines of He and the lines of other elements formed at similar temperatures. The effects of diffusion on the abundance of helium relative to that of hydrogen have also been considered by Hansteen, Leer & Holzer (1997, and references therein) , to illustrate trends rather than to calculate emission-line fluxes.
There has been considerable debate over the relative roles of collisional and radiative processes in forming the helium spectrum. Hirayama (1971) and Zirin (1975) suggested that photoionizationrecombination (PR) is the dominant mechanism. However, Milkey (1975) pointed out that the lack of strong self-absorption in early, low spatial resolution observations of the EUV resonance lines of He is evidence that PR is not the principal mechanism that controls the formation of these lines, and that they are in fact dominated by collisional excitation processes (see Jordan 1980 and for further references to earlier work). More recent observations of trends in the He ii 303.8-A Ê line flux from the serts instrument (S. Jordan et al. 1993 ) and of a profile of He i 584.3 A Ê observed with the Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation ( sumer) spectrometer (Wilhelm et al. 1997 ) support this conclusion for quiet solar regions. The formation of line profiles is not discussed in this paper, but we point out that our sumer observations of the He i 584-A Ê line in second order show essentially Gaussian profiles in all the quiet regions studied (see Section 3.4). The relative contributions of radiative and collisional processes in forming the He spectrum were calculated in detail by Hearn (1969a,b) , who found that both were important for the He i lines, but that collisional excitation dominates for the He ii resonance line. have made more complete radiative transfer calculations for He i, using a grid of model atmospheres. Their conclusions concerning the line formation are similar to those of Hearn (1969a) .
S. Jordan et al. (1997) have studied the He ii 303.8-A Ê line as observed from the SERTS-91 and -93 flights. They find that in a region containing both an active region and some quiet regions there is an inverse correlation between the intensity and width of the 303.8-A Ê line. Since the linewidth exceeds the values typically found for optically thin transition region lines formed at similar temperatures, this suggests a higher line opacity in the quiet regions.
Until the launch of the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) (Domingo, Fleck & Poland 1995) there were no suitable observations to pursue the problem further. There had been no photoelectric measurements of the lines of interest since 1974 (see summary in Mango et al. 1978) . The capabilities of the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer ( cds) (Harrison et al. 1995) on board SOHO have allowed new observations of the lines of the He i resonance series and the He ii resonance line to be made in structures such as supergranulation boundaries and interiors. The earlier analyses referred to spatially averaged line fluxes. We carried out an initial analysis of synoptic spectral atlas data from cds, and examined the relative intensities of the lines of He i and of He ii relative to those of O iii and O iv. The results (Macpherson & Jordan 1997 ) confirmed the anomalous behaviour of the helium lines and suggested an enhancement factor for He ii comparable to that found previously. A useful summary of work on the helium line emission to date has been given by Hammer (1997) .
To carry out more detailed studies of the He resonance line behaviour as a function of transition region structure, we designed and implemented SOHO Joint Observing Program ( jop) 62. jops allow for the use of several SOHO instruments to be dedicated to one observing programme for a specified period, providing the advantage of near-simultaneous observations in different wavelength bands. The four instruments used were cds, sumer, the Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope ( eit) plus simultaneous magnetogram data from the Michelson Doppler Imager ( mdi) instrument. In particular, the combined cds and sumer observations allow the emission measure distribution to be found over a wide range of temperatures.
This paper presents analyses of the observations from jop 62. Sections 2 and 3 describe in greater detail the data used and the reduction processes applied. Section 4 discusses the systematic behaviour of the helium lines relative to other transition region and coronal lines. Section 5 sets out the methods used in analysing the line fluxes to give emission measure distributions and models. These and the quantitative helium line enhancements are discussed in Section 6. The emission measures and measured electron densities are used to derive the approximate thickness of the transition region in typical supergranulation cell boundaries and interiors and to estimate opacities; these are also presented in Section 6. More detailed models including radiative transfer will be considered in a later paper. The conclusions are discussed in Section 7.
O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D D ATA AQ U I S I T I O N
The SOHO satellite and cds, sumer, eit and mdi instruments are described in a set of papers by Domingo et al. (1995) , Harrison et al. (1995) , Wilhelm et al. (1995) , Delaboudinie Áre et al. (1995) and Scherrer et al. (1995) respectively. jop 62 consists of specific observing sequences designed for cds and sumer and these sequences were run simultaneously in 1997 April and October/ November. The eit and mdi instruments provided daily synoptic programmes.
The Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer ( cds) has a spectral range of ,150±800 . The wavelength coverage is obtained using four grazing incidence detectors (the gis) and a twin grating in normal incidence (the nis). The present work is based on the twin nis detector which covers the wavelength ranges 308±381 and 513±633 A Ê , focusing particularly on lines within the latter nis 2 range. The specific cds observing sequence, designated helium, was designed to return information on 14 selected lines. Table 1 lists the lines observed with the cds, which include He i 584.3 A Ê and 537.0 A Ê , He ii 303.8 A Ê in second order, and the transition region lines of O iii, iv and v and Ne iv, v and vi, plus Mg ix and x, more typical of the upper transition region and corona. Thus, excluding the anomalous He i lines, the temperature range covered is ,6 Â 10 4 to ,10 6 K. The slit used was the 2 Â 240 arcsec 2 slit with an exposure time of 70 s, to allow studies of coronal holes. Rastering in the solar X-direction for 20 exposures gives an area of the Sun observed of 40 Â 240 arcsec 2 to ensure inclusion of supergranulation cell boundaries and interiors. For the 2 Â 240 arcsec 2 slit, the pixel resolution corresponds to (2 HH , 1.67 HH ) in solar (X, Y ). The width of the individual line windows is fixed at 30 pixels, equivalent to a wavelength range of <3X4 . This allows the background emission on either side of the lines studied to be determined, and ensures that all the line flux is included in the flux extractions. In cases such as the O iv 554-A Ê multiplet, two 30 pixel windows have been used to give full coverage of the linewidth plus background. helium was run at five locations on the solar disc, three on the central meridian covering Sun-centre, mid-latitude and the south polar coronal hole, plus a further two locations on the solar equator, one at the limb and one halfway between the limb and Sun-centre. Each helium sequence took ,25 min to run.
The sumer instrument is a UV spectrometer with a wavelength range of ,500±1600 . sumer has a higher spectral resolution than cds, allowing measurements of the intrinsic linewidth to be made, and hence any non-thermal velocities present. For the initial run of jop 62 in 1997 April, we planned repeated observations of the 1392±1408 A Ê spectral range, which provides coverage of the Si iv 1393-A Ê and 1402-A Ê lines as well as the O iv 2 P± 4 P o lines, whose flux ratios in principle provide the best method of measuring the electron density. However, owing to stronger than expected q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/308/2/510/1048050 by guest on 11 April 2019 second-order lines of O iii which are blended with the O iv 1407-A Ê line, and the known blending of the O iv 1404-A Ê line with a line of S iv (see, e.g., Brage, Judge & Brekke 1996) , it was not possible to derive electron densities from these lines.
We therefore ran jop 62 in 1997 October and November with two new redesigned sumer sequences. One concentrated on using the C iii multiplet at 1175 A Ê with the 977.0-A Ê line as an electron density diagnostic, while the other used the Si iii 1206.5-A Ê line with the 3s3p±3p 2 multiplet between 1290 and 1300 A Ê . The sequence also included observations of lines of C ii, Si ii and N iii which provide information on the emission measure distribution at temperatures below 6X3 Â 10 4 K, giving a full range of line formation covering log T e , 4X0±6X0. Table 1 also lists the lines observed using these sumer sequences. The He i 584.3-A Ê line is observed in second order in the C iii 1175-A Ê sequence. The slits used were the 1 Â 120 arcsec 2 slit for the C ii lines and the 0X3 Â 120 arcsec 2 slit for all the other exposures, with a pixel resolution of solar XY Y 1 HH Y 1 HH and (0.3 HH , 1 HH ) respectively. Since at the time of running jop 62, the sumer instrument had become restricted to observations on the Sun's central meridian, simultaneous observations with cds were possible for only the three locations observed from Sun-centre to the south polar hole on the central meridian.
D ATA R E D U C T I O N

cds cds
The cds analysis software provides idl routines with which to manipulate and reduce the fits file format of the observations. Since the dispersion axes of the nis spectra are slanted relative to the CCD detector (x,y) axes, the raw data array must be deslanted using the cds software routine vds_rotate so that the solar Y is aligned with detector Y. This routine also allows correction for a q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 a The temperature at which the contribution function g(T e ) ± see equation (5) ± peaks using ion populations of Arnaud & Rothenflug (1985) . Parentheses indicate that lines are formed at lower temperatures when the emission measure distribution is taken into account. b Wavelengths are taken from Kelly (1987 Landi et al. (1997) have carried out a study of the accuracy of the relative calibration within the nis 1 and 2 wavebands as well as the intercalibration of nis 1 with nis 2. They suggest that the observed absolute intensities of the nis 1 lines should be reduced by a factor of 3. This does not affect the main results given below, as the Mg ix 368.1-A Ê line, the only one observed with nis 1, is used simply to illustrate the emission measure required, and the Mg x 624.9-A Ê line gives information at the slightly higher temperature of log T e 6X05. The relative calibration within nis 2 is important in this study, and the correction factors suggested by Landi et al. are adopted here. In our earlier work (Macpherson & Jordan 1997) The He ii 303.8-A Ê line is observed in second-order by nis 2. The relative second-order sensitivity of nis 2 is calculated by Landi et al. (1997) to be 1X8^0X4 Â 10 22 , so that the observed intensity should be increased by a factor of 55 15 210 . The single pre-flight laboratory measurement gave a factor of 25. The value of 55 derived by Landi et al. does, however , depend on their nis 1 and 2 intercalibration. The calibration proposed by Brekke et al. (in preparation) leads to a factor of about 42. We return to the second-order calibration when discussing our derived helium enhancement factors.
Following the reduction process outlined above and then fitting each line with a Gaussian profile generates an intensity map for the raster. Fig. 1 shows the resulting intensity images for eight lines, ranging from the low-temperature He i 584.3-A Ê line to the coronal line of Mg x 624.9 A Ê . The six transition region lines all show evidence of the supergranulation network, but by the coronal Mg lines the structure has all but disappeared. (Similar conclusions were drawn from observations with instruments on the Apollo Telescope Mount, atm; see, e.g., Reeves 1976 .) It can be seen immediately that the relative intensities in different regions of the rasters are not the same in the lines of helium and oxygen.
sumer sumer
The sumer analysis software used is based on a set of idl routines made available by Mats Carlsson of the Institute of Theoretical Astrophysics in Oslo. Routines exist to flat-field the detector sensitivity pattern. Since this detector pattern varies with time, the flat-field data taken closest in time to the spectral observations q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 have been used to correct the spectral image. Two geometric distortions of the detector exist, and correction routines based on the work of Moran (in preparation) have been applied. The first is a distortion in the direction across the slit which affects the wavelength calibration, and the second is a distortion along the slit which affects the spatial position. We have also found that images obtained in lines at different grating settings are offset by up to 5 arcsec along the slit. This arises from a small angle between guide bars on the platform on which the grating is mounted (Lemaire, private communication). The offsets can be determined by eye from the different points at which the intensities go to zero at the end of the scans in solar Y. These offsets are taken into account before line fluxes are examined as a function of position. Finally, the sumer count rates measured with the B-detector are converted into the same intensity units as used for the cds spectra (erg cm 22 s 21 sr 21 A Ê 21 ).
Intensity measurements
This paper concentrates on the joint cds and sumer observations taken at Sun-centre; the coronal hole data obtained will be the subject of a later study. The eit observations have been used only to check the overall structure of the corona around the region where the analyses have been made. As can be seen from Fig. 1 , several regions of network boundary and cell interior are visible within the 240-arcsec length of the cds slit. The sumer slit covers only 120 arcsec in the solar Y-direction, but the supergranulation structure can be seen in a scan along the slit in the Y-direction (see Fig. 2 ). The sumer C iii sequence consists of two 115-s exposures of the 977.0-A Ê line, followed by two 115-s exposures of the 1175-A Ê multiplet. Six 115-s exposures are then made of the C ii lines at 1334.5 and 1335.7 A Ê . The Si iii sequence has a similar structure, with exposures of the Si iii lines followed by repeated C ii exposures.
Since the sumer observations of the different lines are not simultaneous, care has to be taken to extract intensities for the same or similar features. The sumer data were analysed first. Initially we tried to match up the strongest and most consistent boundary and cell interior features. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the intensities (integrated over wavelength) of the C iii lines along the slit. For the C iii 1175-A Ê transition the intensity is integrated over the whole multiplet. An offset of 5 arcsec in the Y-direction between the lines has been removed (see Section 3.2). This value was checked by using offsets of 4, 5 and 6 arcsec, and examining the behaviour of the line ratio at the end of the scan. Very large or small (unphysical) ratios occur if the offset is incorrect. Since these exposures were taken 115 s apart, there is not a perfect match between the structure in the two lines. Regions B1, B2 and B3 are identified as features representative of the network boundary, and regions C1 and C2 as typical cell interiors. SB1 is classed as a strong boundary. Since the time difference between some of the observations prevents an exact match of the network and cell interiors, instead, features have been defined through their range of absolute intensity (I ), compared with the maximum value present, as follows; strong boundary has I . a From Kelly (1987) . b The^values give the standard deviation around the mean intensity over the region defined in the text. c Line is too weak to be measured reliably in cell interior.
Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/308/2/510/1048050 by guest on 11 April 2019 similar structures in each line. The intensities given in Table 2 are averages over all pixels lying within these ranges for the given lines. The total area over which the intensities were derived corresponds to 2 Â 1 Â 120 arcsec 2 (i.e., the two exposures of the 1 Â 120 arcsec 2 slit) in the case of the sumer scans. In Tables 2  and 3 , the^ranges are the standard deviation (s.d.) of the distribution of values within the regions defined above.
The N iii lines are contained in the same spectral window as the C iii 977.0-A Ê line, and hence the same structure is observed in these lines. The C ii observations also show structures in common with those of C iii, as they are taken only 5±15 min later. Thus the defined intensity ranges should refer to similar structures in these lines.
The Si ii and iii line observations are part of the second sumer observing sequence and are separated from the original C iii sequence by around 30 min. However, the Si iii 1206.5-A Ê exposure also contains in its spectral window a repeat exposure of the C iii 1175-A Ê multiplet. Thus this multiplet can be used to check that the definition of the intensity ranges selects structures which are of similar strength to those observed earlier.
For the cds lines, the observed intensities are given in Table 3 . Since all the line windows making up the cds-helium observing sequence are exposed simultaneously, all the cds intensities refer to the same time and location. The regions observed with sumer lie within the area observed with cds, and the shorter cds exposures are within the time interval covered by the sumer exposures. The cds intensities were extracted from within an area of 10 Â 240 arcsec 2 . It is, however, difficult to make exact matches between features seen with the two instruments. Using the intensity criteria defined above allows regions of strong boundary, typical boundary and cell interiors to be defined, and the intensities in Table 3 are averaged over all pixels satisfying these definitions. The lower contrast observed in the He and Mg lines means that the intensity criteria cannot be applied to these lines. Instead, the regions corresponding to the fractional intensity ranges are defined in O iv, a`typical' transition region line. The intensities of the He and Mg lines are then extracted in these locations. A region of strong He i emission relative to O iv was removed for separate analysis. Fig. 3 shows three examples of the profile of the He i 584.3-A Ê line observed in second order with sumer, in the spectral segment that includes the C iii 1175-A Ê multiplet. Referring to Fig. 2 for the different regions, profiles extracted in the strong boundary, SB1, the typical boundary, B1, and the cell interior, C1, are shown. These are typical of the profiles observed. At this resolution (,0X04 , the boundary profiles show no evidence of the selfreversal expected if recombination following photoionization dominates the line formation mechanism. Only the cell interior profile shows a possible (though small) indication of selfreversal.
He i 584.3-A Ê line profiles
Intercalibration of sumer/cds sumer/cds
The accuracy of the sumer/cds intercalibration is being studied by various groups using data from the SOHO Intercalibration jop 5. Our observations of the He i 584.3-A Ê line in second order in the sumer spectra allow us to check the intercalibration accuracy. Using the second-order calibration of the sumer spectra provided in the most recent version of the radiometry idl routine to calibrate sumer data leads to the intensities of the He i 584.3-A Ê line given in Table 2 . These are about a factor of 1.5 larger than the first-order intensities measured with the cds±nis 2 instrument (Table 3) using the calibration by Landi et al. (1997) . Using the calibration by Brekke et al. (in preparation) , this would increase to a factor of 2. The effects of this calibration uncertainty are discussed in Section 6.2.
S Y S T E M AT I C B E H AV I O U R O F T H E O B S E RV E D L I N E S 4.1 Lines of helium compared with those of other transition region and coronal lines
Several important conclusions can be drawn from examining the systematic behaviour of the various spectral lines (see also Macpherson & Jordan 1997) . Fig. 4 (solid line) shows the variation of the absolute intensity of the O iii 599.6-A Ê line along the slit in the solar Y-direction, extracted over 1 pixel in the solar X-direction. [I(l) indicates the absolute intensity of a line of wavelength l .] The supergranulation structure is clearly visible. The variation of the ratio I(303.8)/I(599.6) (dashed line), using the He ii 303.8-A Ê resonance line in second order, is also shown. It can be seen that the He ii emission is relatively enhanced in regions that correspond to supergranulation cell interiors. The images in q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 Table 3 . Intensities (I ) for the lines observed with the cds. The final intensity values have been corrected for calibration errors according to the work of Landi et al. (1997 Fig. 1 also show that the cell boundaries are wider in the lines of helium than in the transition region lines of oxygen. We show below that the helium line flux is also enhanced in the supergranulation network, so Fig. 4 shows that the He ii enhancement is even larger in the cell interiors. Although this effect has been observed previously as a lower network boundary/ cell interior contrast in the helium lines than in other transition region lines (e.g. Brueckner & Bartoe 1974; Reeves 1976 and, more recently, Gallagher et al. 1997 , 1998 from cds), these cds observations now allow a more quantitative analysis. This lower contrast could occur if the supergranulation boundaries contain structures which are optically thick in the`radial' direction, but have lower optical depth in the direction towards the cell interiors.
This would tend to reduce the flux from the boundaries, and if photons were further scattered in the cell interior region, this would enhance the cell interior flux. However, such scattering cannot account for the enhancement of the helium lines in the cell boundaries discussed below. The contribution from such scattering to the cell interior intensities will be investigated in future radiative transfer calculations. As shown in These results can also be illustrated by plotting intensity ratios against the absolute intensity of O iv, rather than against position. Fig. 6 shows the ratios I(584.3)/I(303.8), I(303.8)/I(599.6) (offset by a factor of 10) and I(599.6)/I(554), plotted against I(554). It can be seen that, apart from a few outlying points, the helium line ratio and the oxygen line ratio show little variation with the O iv line intensity, but the He ii/O iii intensity ratio decreases with increasing O iv intensity, albeit with significant scatter, and covers a range of about a factor of 3.
As discussed in the introduction, there has been considerable debate concerning the role of photoionization-recombination (PR) in explaining aspects of the helium spectrum. A comparison of the spatial distribution of the He i and ii line intensities divided by that of the`typical' transition region line O iii 599.6 A Ê and that of the Mg x 624.9-A Ê line (Fig. 7) shows that the helium line enhancements do not always occur in regions where Mg x is strong. Plots of I(He i 584.3)/I(O iii 599.6) and I(He ii 303.8)/I(O iii 599.6) against the Mg x intensity also show that there is no evidence of a trend for the ratios to increase with the Mg x intensity. These results show that photoionization by the coronal radiation field cannot be the only factor controlling the helium line emission (see also . Other examples of this lack of correlation between the He ii and Mg x lines were discussed qualitatively by Jordan (1980) .
Relative fluxes of the He i lines
The ratio of the fluxes in the He i 584.3-A Ê and 537.0-A Ê lines has been observed previously from rocket flights (Hinteregger, Hall & Schmidtke 1965; Higgins 1968) . The intensity calibration used for the Harvard Ultraviolet Spectrometer on Skylab was based on the earlier rocket flights, so the intensities given by Vernazza & Reeves (1978) do not strictly provide independent information. Hearn (1969a) quotes values of 0.141, 0.128 and 0.125 from Higgins (1968) , and adopts 0.128 in his analyses. Fig. 8 shows the values of I(537.0)/I(584.3) as a function of I(584.3). The mean ratio observed, prior to any correction of the relative intensities measured with the nis 2 instrument is 0.097 sXdX^0X013. We previously used observed and calculated values of the relative intensities of the O iii lines at 525.8 and 599.6 A Ê to suggest that the relative calibration between 584.3 and 537.0 A Ê needed to be changed by 15 per cent (Macpherson & Jordan 1997) , thus increasing the observed ratio. The subsequent work by Landi et al. (1997) leads to an increase of 19 per cent and a mean ratio of 0X116^0X015. The calibration by Brekke et al. (in preparation) gives a smaller increase and a mean ratio of 0X105^0X014. Although these cds ratios are all smaller than the earlier ones, they are formally consistent with the previous measurements.
One source of difference between the early observations and the present ones is the spectral resolution of the instruments. The cds nis 2 resolution is 0.114 A Ê , while the rocket spectra had a resolution of only 1 A Ê . At the lower resolution there is blending with lines longward of 537.0 A Ê . To test the effect of this blend the nis 2 spectra were rebinned to simulate a resolution of 1 A Ê . It was found that this could increase the ratio measured with the nis2 by up to 20 per cent, i.e., 0.138, which could account for the larger ratios found by Hinteregger et al. (1965) . Alternatively, reducing their ratio of 0.128 gives a value of 0.107, which is equally q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 2 field of view of cds fitsfile s9541r00. The range of the ratio is small, although the trend for the ratio to decrease slightly at larger Hei 584.3-A Ê intensities (Hearn et al. 1969 ) is confirmed. The dashed line shows the value of the ratio observed by Hinteregger et al. (1965) , and the solid line is the present mean value after the intensity calibration correction factor proposed by Landi et al. (1997) is applied (see text). consistent with the new observations. Thus the difference between the present and earlier observations is understandable. Hearn, Noyes & Withbroe (1969) found that in observations of the quiet Sun and active regions, the ratio tended to decrease with increasing intensity in the 584.3-A Ê line. On the basis of Hearn's (1969a) calculations they proposed that this trend was due mainly to an increase in the electron density as the 584.3-A Ê intensity increases, rather than being due to an increased pathlength. The trend for the ratio to decrease is also apparent at high intensities in the cds data but, as discussed below, the pathlength in the typical cell boundaries appears to be larger than that in the cell interiors, while the electron densities appear to be lower.
T H E O R Y
We briefly summarize the theory used in deriving the emission measure distribution and models of the transition region. For the transition j 3 i, the energy emitted per second, E ji , in an effectively optically thin line is
where N j is the level population of the upper level of the ion, A ji is the spontaneous radiative decay rate for the transition, l ji is the wavelength of the line, and V is the volume of emitting plasma. N j can be expressed as
where N j /N ion is the fraction of the ion total population that is in level j, N ion /N E is the relative ion population and N E /N H is the abundance of the element relative to that of hydrogen. N j /N ion must be calculated as a function of the electron temperature, T e , and the electron density, N e . N ion /N E has been tabulated by various authors (e.g. Jordan 1969; Arnaud & Rothenflug 1985) . The calculations by Arnaud & Rothenflug refer only to low densities, as they do not take account of the dependence of di-electronic recombination on N e . Jordan (1969, first set of tables) made crude estimates of this dependence, which are probably too large. However, comparisons of the results using the above two sets of calculations give some idea of the effects of the uncertainties in the ion populations. Treating the emitting region as a plane-parallel layer dV 4pR 2 ( dh. The flux observed in the line is the outward flux, and in a plane-parallel layer, half the flux is emitted downwards and absorbed. (This will not necessarily be the case in a line for which the optical depth, t , is . 1.) Hence
The plasma emission measure (Em) is initially defined by
where the integral is over the whole region emitting the line. Following the procedure outlined in Jordan et al. (1987) , it is useful to plot the locus of the emission measure required to produce the observed line flux of a collisionally excited line at a given temperature. The form of these loci is the inverse of the contribution function
where V(T e ) is the effective collision strength, and W ij is the line excitation energy. Each locus provides an upper limit to the emission measure distribution (EMD) at each T e , which is valuable at temperatures where there is little overlap between lines formed at different temperatures and where the emission measure is varying rapidly. An initial EMD can be found from these loci and can be used to recompute the line fluxes. Hence the final EMD [Em(0.3)], which is the value integrated over a fixed range of D log T e 0X3, can be found in an iterative manner as a function of T e (Jordan & Brown 1981; Griffiths & Jordan 1998) . For most of the lines considered, in the density range of interest, collisional excitation is balanced by radiative decay and N j A ji / N ion N e depends only on T e . Such lines give the emission measure distribution without knowing N e . However, the values of N e must be known if a model is to be made from the EMD. The ratio of the C iii 977.0-A Ê line intensity to that of the C iii multiplet at ,1175 is sensitive to N e , provided N e is not too large, and this ratio has been measured to investigate N e (see below). The Si iii 1206.5-A Ê line intensity relative to that of the Si iii 3 P o 0Y1Y2 ± 3 P 0Y1Y2 multiplet is also in principle density-sensitive, although the latter multiplet is relatively weak.
The atomic data used in this study are derived principally from the chianti atomic data base, the details of which are described by Dere et al. (1997) . The reference section within that paper gives a detailed description of the sources of the atomic data gathered together to form the data base. Emission measures were calculated using the level populations as a function of N e and T e available from chianti. The element abundances N E /N H adopted are from the photospheric values recommended by Anders & Grevesse (1989) or Grevesse, Noels & Sauval (1992) . The question of whether or not the abundances of elements with low first ionization potential (FIP) are enhanced relative to those of elements with high FIP is discussed in Section 6.6.
The derived mean EMD can be used to make a model of the transition region using the methods developed by Jordan & Brown (1981) , and applied to a number of main-sequence stars (Jordan et al. 1987) . The effects of a wave-pressure can also be included (Harper 1992; Griffiths & Jordan 1998) . Briefly, the emission measure is written as
where P e , P H and dh/dT e are average values over D log T e 0X30 dexX The pressure variation is calculated according to hydrostatic equilibrium dP T dh 2rg 7 where the gas density r mm H P g akT e . P T is the total pressure, which can include a wave pressure if desired, P g is the total gas pressure, and m is the mean molecular weight. Since the measured pressures have large uncertainties, here we take P g 1X88P e and m 0X6, and ignore any pressure associated with the non-thermal motions. These approximations will become less appropriate below ,2 Â 10 4 K, where hydrogen is not fully ionized. Equations (6) and (7) where T ref is the value of T e at which P e is measured. Once the variation of P e is known, the temperature gradient and T e as a function of height above a chosen base value can be found using equation (6).
E M I S S I O N M E A S U R E D I S T R I B U T I O N S A N D H E L I U M E N H A N C E M E N T FAC T O R S
While Hearn (1969a,b) Arnaud & Rothenflug (1985) , O iii is formed at a slightly higher temperature. The He i lines are formed in the lower transition region around ,3 Â 10 4 K. Since the cds spectra do not include strong lines formed at temperatures below ,6 Â 10 4 K, it was not possible to derive a full EMD down to ,10 4 K. As shown in Table 1 , the cds lines chosen give good temperature coverage of the mid-transition region, with the lines of O iii, iv and v covering a range of temperature formation of log T e 4X9±5X4 while the Ne iv, v and vi ions cover log T e 5X2±5X6, thus providing good coverage around the minimum in the EMD. The coronal lines of Mg ix and x provide constraining loci for the EMD at log T e < 6X0±6X1. In contrast, the sumer lines studied provide information on the low-temperature end of the EMD, allowing an improved comparison with the emission measure derived for He ii at log T e , 4X9, and for He i at log T e , 4X5. Jordan (1975) calculated the He enhancement factors from integrated full-disc intensities. As discussed in Section 4, the ratio of the He line intensities relative to those of other transition region lines is larger in the supergranulation cell interiors than in the network. The emission measure loci have therefore been derived separately for (a) the typical network boundary regions and (b) cell interiors.
Derived electron pressures
If the electron pressure is <10 15 cm 23 K, then apart from the lines of C iii and Si iii, the emission measure loci for the normal transition region lines and for He ii have virtually no dependence on P e . However, P e is needed to find the emission measure loci of the C iii, Si iii lines and the He i 584.3-A Ê line. An initial pressure of P e , 6 Â 10 14 cm 23 K was used to derive all the loci, to establish the possible range of T e at which the C iii and Si iii lines might be formed. Using an initial mean EMD derived from all lines to recompute the line fluxes, it is found that the C iii lines are formed at around 5 Â 10 4 K, and the Si iii lines at around 3X5 Â 10 4 K. Fig. 9 shows the theoretical intensity ratio I(1175)/ I(977.0) as a function of log P e at log T e 4X6Y 4X7 and 4.8, using data from chianti. The observed ratio is shown in Fig. 10 , plotted against the intensity of the 977.0-A Ê line, which has been shown as a function of position in Fig. 2. (Plotting against the sum of the intensities of the 977.0 and 1175-A Ê lines gives similar results.) The exposures used began 2 min apart. Using observations made with the Harvard EUV Spectrometer on Skylab, Dupree, Foukal & Jordan (1976) found that the line ratio changes significantly between spectra obtained about 4 min apart. The recent observations with SOHO by Wikstùl et al. (1997) , made with the greatly improved time resolution of 6 s, show that in the network the C iii 977.0-A Ê line can change by factors of up to 2±4 in less than 60 s. Variations in the cell interiors occur on a similar time-scale, but with smaller amplitude. Thus much of the scatter in Fig. 10 is likely to be due to changes in the fluxes with time. This would account for the ratios that exceed the theoretical maximum at a given T e (0.53 at log T e 4X7). There are also small changes in the positions of the boundaries, which can be seen in the C iii 977-A Ê and 1175-A Ê exposures that precede and follow those used. Given the scatter, only the average value of N e has been found for a few ranges in the absolute flux of the 977-A Ê line (see Fig. 2 ). The mean ratios are 0.432 (^0X08) (cell interiors, 200±600 erg cm (^0X09) (cell boundaries, 1000±2000), 0.393 (^0X13) (cell boundaries, 2000±3000) and 0.40 (^0X10) (overall mean). Here the^range of values refers to the standard deviation of the ratios about the mean. The uncertainties in individual measurements of the ratios are smaller ± typically^10 per cent in the cell interiors, and^7 per cent in the boundaries. Thus either there is a real spread in values of N e at a given value of I(977.0 A Ê ) or the changes with time between the two exposures are dominating. Thus the mean ratio for the cell interiors is slightly higher than for the cell boundaries, although the same values are not excluded by the formal uncertainties. The overall mean cell boundary ratio is 0.327 (^0X10), slightly larger than the value of 0.29 found by Dupree et al. (1976) , who also reported a higher ratio at low absolute fluxes. Vernazza & Reeves (1978) give typical intensities for cell boundaries and interiors from a summation of spectra taken at different positions and with lower spectral (1.6 A Ê ) and spatial (5 Â 5 arcsec 2 ) resolution. Although their mean boundary ratio is 0.36, not significantly different from the present value, they obtain a lower ratio of 0.29 in cell interiors, which does not agree with the present results. For intensities typical of cell boundaries, Dupree et al. found a slight trend for the ratio in the network to increase with the absolute flux. Although this is the case in the present data, there are only a small number of high-flux points (see Fig. 10 ). The same trends occur if the other pairs of exposures of the 1175-and 977.0-A Ê lines are used.
As can be seen from Fig. 9 , at log T e 4X7 the above ratios imply pressures within the range of log P e 14X81 0X86 20X38 (cell interiors) and 14.32 (^0X42) (mean for cell boundaries). In the range of ratios of interest the uncertainty in P e from the possible range of T e is far less than the range of P e that arises from the spread in the measured ratios. To obtain more accurate values of P e , it is essential to observe both the 977-A Ê line and the 1175-A Ê multiplet at the same time. The value of the present measurements is limited by the likely variations with time in the line intensities; at best the pressure is determined to within a total factor of 4.7. The derived pressures and their possible range of values are summarized in Table 4 .
Because of the lower temperature of formation of the Si iii lines, the ratio I(1298)/I(1206) is more sensitive to T e . The observed ratios are also in the regime close to the low-density limit. The combined uncertainties in the intensities and the temperature of formation are too large for this ratio to give useful additional information. All that can be said is that the above ratio and P e are smaller in the normal boundary than in the strong boundary. The ratios and densities are given in Table 4 at log T e 4X5 and 4.55. At log T e 4X6 there are no solutions to the actual observed ratios with log P e > 13X5. A higher pressure in cell interiors than cell boundaries has not been observed so clearly before, but this may be due to the improved sensitivity of the sumer instrument. There are theoretical grounds for such a difference, as proposed by Gabriel (1976) . If there is pressure equilibrium at a given height, and the magnetic field is higher in the boundaries, then the gas pressure would be expected to be higher in the cell interiors. Gabriel argues that the ratio should be only about 1.1, otherwise density variations in the photosphere could give a prominent photospheric network which is not observed. This point clearly needs to be pursued further.
The flux ratios within the 1175-A Ê multiplet are sensitive to both N e and the line opacities. It has been shown that these lines do become optically thick at the solar limb (Jordan 1979) . However, the uncertainty in the flux ratios is too large to provide any further information on N e . The ratio of the fluxes in the blended lines at 1175.59 and 1175.71 A Ê to that of the whole multiplet can be used to estimate the optical depth at line centre, t , in the 1175.71-A Ê line. This is clearly small, and the low optical depth approximation of Irons (1979) suggests that t is < 0X5 in all regions. Using the final EMDs derived below, the estimated values of t are 0.14 in the average cell boundaries, and 0.02 in the cell interiors. The optical depth in the 977.0-A Ê line will be about a factor of 4 larger. If photons have been lost from this line, following scattering out of the line of sight, the true ratio I(1175)/I(977.0) would be smaller, and the derived density lower. However, if photons are not removed from the line of sight, the line profile simply becomes broader, and this is taken into account by using fluxes integrated over the line profile.
q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 . b Electron pressure P e N e Â T e cm 23 K. c The^values give the standard deviation around the mean ratio over the regions defined in the text. d Here the^limits relate to the range of P e given by the standard deviation about the mean ratio. e No upper error bar is quoted, because the high-pressure limit of the ratio, at this formation T e , is reached. f No lower error bar is quoted, because the low-pressure limit of the ratio, at this formation T e , is reached. g No solution possible for this ratio at this formation T e ; only an upper limit can be obtained. 
Helium line enhancement in network boundaries
The observed line intensities for typical network boundary regions given in Tables 2 and 3 are converted into fluxes using F ji p Â I ji . Equation (3) is used together with the relevant atomic data from the chianti data base to calculate the emission measure loci for all the lines observed at a pressure of log P e 14X27. Of the lines used in finding the mean EMD, only the locus of the C iii 977.0-A Ê line depends (weakly) on this choice of pressure. Fig. 11 shows these loci. The mean distribution (the EMD) is then found in an iterative manner starting at log T e 5X55, using all lines except those of He i and ii. The mean EMD is well constrained over the temperature range where the He ii line is formed. It reproduces all the transition region lines used to within 0.05 dex, except those of silicon, which are underestimated by an average of 0.12 dex. (See discussion of abundances below.) This mean EMD is then used to calculate the He ii 303.8-A Ê line flux. The calculated flux fails to reproduce the observed flux by a factor of 26. A second-order efficiency factor of 55 was adopted, and a plane-parallel atmosphere was assumed, in which half the flux created is emitted downwards and absorbed. While this latter assumption is likely to be a good approximation for the transition region lines formed at similar temperatures to He ii, it is not necessarily true for the He lines. The optical depth t in the He ii line found by using the mean EMD, the measured electron densities and equilibrium ion populations is estimated to be i 10. By assuming instead that all the He line photons eventually escape in the line of sight following scattering, the enhancement factor for the He ii line would be 13. However, if photons are scattered out of the line of sight into the cell interiors (as could happen if there were mainly vertical structures such as spicules), then the enhancement factor in the boundaries could be even larger than 26. The other transition region lines formed at similar temperatures to He ii 303.8 A Ê have much smaller opacities (t & 1) and the position of the mean EMD will not be significantly affected. The above factors would all be reduced by about a factor of 1.3 if a second-order efficiency factor of 42 were adopted (Brekke et al., in preparation) . Thus the minimum factor by which the He ii line is too strong is 10, substantially greater than any uncertainties in the intensities, atomic data or abundances, since all the lines in the comparisons are from high-FIP elements.
Full radiative transfer calculations are needed to calculate the He i line intensities. Here we use the results of Hearn (1969a) , who gives the calculated population of the 1s2p 1 P level as a function of N e and T e . Assuming that the 584.3-A Ê line is effectively optically thin and that half the photons created escape, and adopting log P e 14X27, the emission measure locus shown in Fig. 11 is derived. This greatly exceeds the mean EMD found from the other lines, and using the mean EMD fails to reproduce the He i 584.3-A Ê line by a factor of 20 (which would be reduced to a factor of 10 if all the photons created escape in the line of sight). Since the lines of Si ii, Si iii and C ii are estimated to have t . 200, 6 and 2 respectively in the boundary regions, the fraction of photons escaping outwards in a plane-parallel atmosphere may also exceed 1/2, so the factor of 10 is a generous lower limit. Similarly, any loss of photons from scattering out of the line of sight would affect both the He i 584.3-A Ê line and the other optically thick transition region lines. have calculated the line profile and intensity for the He i 584.3-A Ê line, for a range of models based on the VAL-C model of Vernazza, Avrett & Loeser (1981, hereafter VAL) , but they do not give the contribution function as a function of T e . The VAL-C model (which applies to the average quiet Sun) includes an H Lyman a`plateau' at around 2X5 Â 10 4 K. With a contribution from coronal radiation equivalent to that of the quiet Sun, the calculations by 
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. This is similar to the present mean value (see Fig. 8 ). The q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 Figure 11 . Emission measure loci for typical supergranulation boundary regions calculated using log P e 14X27. Solid lines are used for C, O and Mg; dashed lines for Si; dot-dashed lines for N; ± ¼ ± lines for Ne, and thin bold lines for He. The EMD which reproduces the intensities of all lines except those of He i and ii is shown by a thick bold line. ratio of I(537.0)/I(584.3) calculated by Andretta & Jones at the above absolute intensity is around 0.09, somewhat lower than our mean value of 0.116 at 700±900 erg cm 22 s 21 sr 21 . Andretta & Jones found that they could increase their calculated ratio by removing the plateau in the VAL-C model, but the absolute intensity then produced is too small by about a factor of 6. The VAL-D model (which represents the average network boundary) has been used to find the equivalent mean EMD for T e > 10 4 K. This differs significantly from that shown in Fig.11 , having a large peak of ,10
28 cm 25 between log T e 4X3 and 4.5, but values smaller by over an order of magnitude below log T e 4X2. It is this large peak that accounts for most of the He i 584.3-A Ê line flux. We cannot rule out an EMD that in some temperature regions lies well below the derived emission measure loci, or has local peaks, but the true EMD cannot lie above the constraining loci over a significant range of T e , without producing too much flux in some line. Using Hearn's populations, the intensity produced in the 584.3-A Ê line by the VAL-D model is about a factor of 2.8 too small. Moreover, the VAL-D model does not successfully reproduce the intensities of other lines formed in the same temperature region. For example, the C ii and Si iii lines are predicted to be too strong by factors of 3.6 and 2.3 respectively, demonstrating that the He i lines cannot be considered in isolation. In future work we will use our mean EMD to make a combined model of the chromosphere and transition region from which the intensities of the lines of He i and ii, and of the other transition region lines will be calculated including the radiative transfer. Until this is done, our value of the enhancement factor of He i should be considered as provisional.
On average the line intensities are a factor of 1.7 larger in the strong boundary regions. In the same regions the average intensity of the He i 584.3-A Ê line is the same as in the more typical boundaries, and that of the He ii 303.8-A Ê line is only a factor of 1.2 larger. Thus the helium line enhancement factors are slightly smaller than in the typical boundaries, around factors of 12 and 18 respectively. The systematic decrease in the He ii enhancement with increasing transition region line flux is also clear from Fig. 6 .
As mentioned in Section 3.3, there is one boundary region (at roughly X 210 HH , Y 275 HH in Fig. 1 ) that is obviously more extended and strong in the helium lines, compared with the other transition region lines. Compared with the normal boundaries, the helium lines are about a factor of 1.3 stronger, but the lines of oxygen are up to a factor of 1.8 weaker, so relative to O iii, the lowest temperature cds line, the helium lines are enhanced by a further factor of about 2.2. Lines formed above 3 Â 10 5 K are also stronger relative to the normal boundary by up to a factor of 1.6. The structure of this region appears to differ from that of the typical boundaries and cell interiors, but unfortunately a pressure measurement is not possible as this region was not in the sumer field of view. While it is tempting to attribute the stronger helium lines to a larger coronal radiative flux, there are nearby regions with even larger coronal fluxes, where the helium lines are not strong.
The enhancement factors derived above do depend on the calibrations of the cds and sumer instruments, since the He i and ii lines, observed with the cds are formed at temperatures where the EMD is determined from lines observed with sumer. With the Landi et al. (1997) cds calibration, it appears that the He i line intensities derived from the sumer spectra in second order are a factor of 1.5 stronger than those derived from the cds. If all the sumer lines need to be reduced by this factor then the above enhancements would all be larger by the same factor. This conclusion is not significantly changed using the most recent cds calibration (Brekke et al. in preparation) . However, if the firstorder sumer calibration is correct, and the cds calibration by Brekke et al. is adopted, the helium line fluxes would be reduced by about a factor of 1.3. The dependence of the mean EMD on the calibrations is discussed in Section 6.4.
q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 Figure 12 . Emission measure loci for the cell interior regions, calculated at an electron pressure of log P e 14X81. The EMD which reproduces the fluxes of all the lines except those of He ii is shown as the thick bold line. (Notation as for Fig. 11.) 
Helium line enhancement in cell interiors
The emission measure loci have also been calculated for the cell interior line fluxes at a pressure of log P e 14X81, and are shown in Fig. 12 together with the calculated mean EMD. The shape of the mean EMD is essentially the same as that of the mean boundary, and is adequately described by an EMD that is 0.50 dex smaller than that for the mean boundary. This reproduces all thè normal' line intensities to within 0.05 dex, except that of Si iv, which is too small by 0.18 dex. However, again the He ii line cannot be reproduced by the mean EMD. As mentioned in Section 4, the qualitative examination of the data showed that the helium lines were enhanced more over cell interior regions than at the network boundary, and this is borne out by the emission measure loci shown. Using the mean EMD to recalculate the He ii line flux shows that the mean EMD fails to reproduce the observed flux by a factor of 50, if half the photons escape in the line of sight. However, this factor would be reduced if some of the photons originate in the boundary structures and are scattered into the cell interiors. Similarly, using Hearn's (1969a) calculations and log P e 14X81, the predicted He i 584.3-A Ê flux is too small by a factor of 28. Fontenla et al. (1993) have calculated He i line fluxes appropriate to cell interior conditions using their models based on ambipolar diffusion, and the VAL-B model was also derived for typical cell interiors. The former model produces an EMD that varies far less with T e than that observed, and cannot account for the normal transition region lines. Since the VAL-B model also includes a plateau around logT e 4X4, the same problem in accounting simultaneously for all the lines occurs as in the typical boundary model.
The transition region structure in the cell boundaries and interiors
The variation in P e with T e is small in both types of regions, since the second term on the right-hand side of equation (8) is not significant until low values of T e . For example, in the boundaries, P e does not increase by a factor of 2 p until T e 1X6 Â 10 4 K. If the pressure were higher, this point would be reached at even lower temperatures. In the cell interiors the emission measure is smaller, and P e is higher, so P e varies even less than in the boundaries. Since at a given T e the temperature gradient varies as Em0X3aP 2 e , the temperature gradients in the cell interiors are a factor of ,38 larger than in the boundaries. Even with the same values of P e this gradient would be a factor of 3.2 larger. Above T e 1X6 Â 10 4 K the thickness of the transition region up to 2 Â 10 5 K in the cell boundaries is around 660 km, and that in the cell interiors is around 17 km, a factor of 38 smaller. (These values are dominated by the lower temperature regions, which do not depend on the recent changes to the cds calibration.) Thus the higher fluxes in the boundaries in the normal transition region lines are due primarily to the larger path-lengths. These are, of course, the thicknesses for plane-parallel atmospheres, and the material may not have this geometric arrangement. In the boundaries the transition layer may occur in and around spicules at different heights. Apart from the work of Gabriel (1976) , little has been done on the magnetic field configuration in the cell interiors in the transition region.
Dependence on ion populations adopted
Macpherson & Jordan (1997) found a minimum enhancement factor of the He ii line of a factor of 4.7 using fewer lines and the ion populations of Jordan (1969) . Here the calculations by Arnaud & Rothenflug (1985) have been adopted. Because Jordan (1969) tried to allow for the density dependence of di-electronic recombination, the transition region lines tend to be formed at lower temperatures in her calculations, while the He ii locus does not change, as the calculations by Arnaud & Rothenflug were used, since no others are available. Fig. 13 shows the network boundary emission measure loci calculated with the ion populations of Jordan (1969) (with the He i and ii loci as in Fig. 11 ). It can be seen that the overall EMD hardly changes, in spite of particular lines being formed at lower temperatures. Thus the enhancement factors found for the helium lines do not depend in a sensitive way on the ion populations adopted.
Abundances
The element abundances adopted are the photospheric (or cosmic) values recommended by Grevesse et al. (1992) , supplemented by Anders & Grevesse (1989) . There has been considerable discussion as to whether or not the abundances of elements with low FIP, relative to hydrogen, are enhanced in the transition region and corona, compared with elements with high FIP (see, e.g., Jordan et al. 1998) . Of the elements used here, Si and Mg have low FIP while He, C, N and O have high FIP. The relative enhancements in the low FIP abundances have been estimated to be about a factor of 3±4 (see, e.g., the C/Si ratios discussed by Doschek, Dere & Lund 1991) . Considering the network boundary, Fig. 14 shows the changes when the Si and Mg emission measure loci are shifted down by a factor of 3 to simulate a higher abundance relative to the other elements. In the low transition region around 10 000±55 000 K, the Si ii and iii loci make it impossible to obtain a smooth EMD which can account simultaneously for the observed fluxes of these lines and those of C ii and C iii. A smaller increase of a factor of 1.3 could be invoked, since the mean EMD underestimates the intensities of the Si lines by this amount. In the cell interiors this factor would be slightly smaller (1.2), while in the strong boundary it would be slightly larger (1.4). However, in the present quiet Sun data there is no evidence for a`FIP effect' in the low transition region which is as large as a factor of 3. The effects found by Doschek et al. (1991) were in data that included active region material. A plot of the intensity ratio I(C ii)/I(Si iii) against I(Si iii) shows a slight decrease in the ratio with increasing I, covering a total variation of less than a factor of 2, but the ratio I(N iii)/I(Si iv) plotted against I(Si iv) shows no such trend, and a total variation of only a factor of 1.3. Small variations in the former ratio could also be due to slight changes in the atmospheric structure and opacity effects in the cell boundaries. Also, the ion populations will have some dependence on N e .
The emission measure loci for O iv and Ne iv have very similar shapes over the region where most of the line intensities are produced. Using the abundances recommended by Grevesse et al. (1992) , the loci of the two ions are virtually indistinguishable in all the regions studied (a result which does not change if the most recent calibration is adopted). There is no evidence for variations in the Ne/O abundance as found in active regions by Schmelz et al. (1996) .
The abundance of helium relative to hydrogen is observed to vary in the solar wind and coronal mass ejections (see, e.g., the contribution by Galvin in Jordan et al. 1998 ), but order-ofmagnitude increases have not been reported. Hansteen et al. (1997) have made atmospheric models including diffusion effects. They find that the coronal abundance of helium relative to hydrogen depends on the ratio N He /N H in the region where the ionization of helium occurs. In some models this ratio is reduced in the chromosphere and lower transition region, compared with the standard base value, before increasing into the corona. If the above ratio is large, then the predicted coronal values conflict with solar wind observations. As yet, these models have not been used (or combined with radiative transfer calculations) to make predictions of all line fluxes.
q 1999 RAS, MNRAS 308, 510±526 Figure 13 . Emission measure loci for typical supergranulation boundary regions calculated at an electron pressure of P e 14X27 using the ion populations of Jordan (1969) . The overall EMD hardly changes, in spite of particular lines being formed at lower temperatures. Overplotting the EMD from Fig. 11 demonstrates this. (Notation as for Fig. 11 .) Figure 14 . The emission measure loci derived for the typical network boundary using abundances for the low-FIP elements, Si and Mg, increased by a factor of 3. It is now impossible to obtain a smooth EMD which can account simultaneously for the Si ii, iii and iv line fluxes and the C ii and iii line fluxes. (Notation as for Fig. 11 .) Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/308/2/510/1048050 by guest on 11 April 2019
D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
The mean EMDs that account successfully for the lines of elements other than helium have very similar variations with T e , and simply scale by constant factors in regions of different absolute flux. This behaviour has been noted previously in analyses of stellar transition regions (Jordan et al. 1987) , and it also shows up through the direct correlation of the C ii and C iv fluxes in all stars with hot coronae (e.g. Rutten et al. 1991) and in the Sun (e.g. Cappelli et al. 1989) . Since the radiative power loss function P rad depends primarily on T e , this implies that Em(0.3)P rad has a universal form. This in turn implies that d(F m A/A * )/d log T e ) is also a universal function, where F m is the effective heating flux, and A and A q are the true emitting area and stellar surface area, respectively (see Jordan 1997) .
However, these mean EMDs fail to produce sufficient flux in the lines of helium in both cell boundaries and cell interiors. Using the adopted intensity calibrations of the cds and sumer instruments, and even assuming that all photons created in the He i and He ii lines escape in the line of sight, these lines are enhanced by factors of 10 and 13, respectively, in the cell boundaries, and by factors of 14 and 25 respectively in the cell interiors. (Using the more recent cds calibration by Brekke et al. (in preparation) would reduce these values by only a factor of about 1.3.) Even though the true EMDs may have local peaks and minima over small temperature ranges, it does not appear to be possible to devise an EMD that will account for all the lines including those of helium.
Until the cause of the high fluxes in the helium lines is understood, it is difficult to interpret their other systematic behaviour. For example, the ratio I(537.0)/I(584.3) varies by only a small factor. The calculations by using a model that excludes the H Lyman a plateau in the VAL-C model do reproduce this behaviour, but not the absolute intensity of the 584.3-A Ê line. Hearn (1969a) shows how the ratio depends on T e and N e when the lines are optically thin. For example, at a given T e , say 3 Â 10 4 K, the ratio is predicted to be about 0.18 at log P e 14X27, the pressure found for the cell boundaries, and about 0.14 at log P e 14X81, the pressure found for the cell interiors. The line opacities scale roughly as the emission measure divided by the electron density. Even if the electron pressures were the same in all regions, at a given T e , the line opacities would be a factor of 3.2 larger in the cell boundaries than the cell interiors, as the emission measures are larger by this factor. Then the optically thin ratios above would be reduced by a larger factor in the cell boundaries than the cell interiors, bringing the observed ratios closer together. Thus the small variation in the observed ratio could be due to a combination of these factors. However, at present the absolute opacities are uncertain.
The He ii 303.8-A Ê line appears to be dominated by collisional excitation (Hearn 1969b) . The intensity enhancement could be caused by the type of process proposed by Jordan (1975 Jordan ( , 1980 where the helium ions are mixed with`hotter' electrons, thus increasing the excitation rate. This can in principle occur, as the ionization time is far greater than the excitation time. Using the present models and the simplest idea of ions being carried through the temperature gradient by non-thermal motions (Jordan 1980) , the larger value of (dT/dh)P 21 e (see Jordan 1980, equations 15 and 20) in the cell interiors would lead to a larger enhancement factor, as observed. Enhancements of up to a factor of 36 can be produced in this way. Hearn (1969a) found that the He i 584.3-A Ê line flux is insensitive to T e , because the population of the ground state decreases at the same rate as the excitation of the 1s2p 1 P level increases, since excitation to the nearby 1s2s 3 S level is followed rapidly by photoionization. Since the 584.3-A Ê line is enhanced, this suggests that the missing process must be more important than the rate at which the 1s2s 3 S level is photoionized. If this were the case, the 584.3-A Ê line would also become susceptible to the presence of hot electrons. Because the initial value of W/kT e is likely to be slightly larger for the 584.3-A Ê line than for the 303.8-A Ê line, larger enhancements are in principle possible.
It is now clear that the helium line enhancements detected from lower resolution spectra and using earlier, less accurate atomic data, do indeed exist in the quiet Sun supergranulation cell boundaries and cell interiors. The new observations with SOHO provide a number of empirical constraints that must be satisfied by any fuller theory of the helium line enhancement. Radiative transfer calculations are planned which will be applied to new combined chromospheric and transition region models, since the VAL series of models do not appear to be able to account for all the lines observed. While this should give improved estimates of the enhancement factors, more detailed theoretical and numerical work on the possible processes that could enhance the helium emission is also intended.
Electron pressures have been measured in cell boundary and interior regions. The overall mean value is slightly lower than previous reported values, but the uncertainties are large. However, there does seem to be a trend for the values of P e to be higher in the cell interiors than in the normal boundaries. A lack of accurate values of P e limits the value of modelling from the EMDs.
Relative element abundances are examined as a by-product of determining the emission measure distributions. In these quiet Sun data the relative abundances of silicon (low FIP) and carbon (high FIP) appear to be photospheric to within about a factor of 1.4.
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